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Abst ract - -A  result concerning the equivalence of the sampling theorems of Kramer and Whit- 
taker-Shannon-Kotelnikov is presented in case the associated kernels are Bessel functions or Jacobi 
functions. The general problem is open. A generalized Mehler-Dirichlet formula for the Jacobi 
functions is used to give the proof in this case. For the Bessel functions, a generalization f Poisson's 
integral is needed. It turns out that in both cases, Kramer's theorem gives nothing more than 
Shannon's theorem in the sense that each function that can be sampled by Kramer's theorem can 
also be reconstructed bythe classical Shannon sampling result. 
geywords - -S igna i  theory, Kramer's ampling theorem, Shannon's sampling theorem. 
1. H ISTORICAL  PERSPECT IVE  
In 1959, H. P. Kramer [1] established the following sampling theorem. 
THEOREM A. Let I C_ R be some interval and w a weight function with w > 0 a.e. on I. Define 
i2 ( I )  := ((I)(x) : f / I~(x ) l%(x)  dx < 0o} and consider a kernel K : I x a ~ R such that 
K( . ,  A) E L2(I) for each real A. Let {Ak}kez be a set of rea/s such that {K(x, Ak)}kez forms a 
complete orthogonal system in L~(I). If a function f can be given as 
f 
f(A) = JI K(x, A)g(x)w(x) dx, A E R, 




fI K(x, A)K(x, Ak)w(x) dx 
Sk(A) = f~ Ig(x, ~k)12~(~) dx 
The condit ions on the kernel are exhibited by certain solutions of self-adjoint eigenvalue prob- 
lems, by choosing the eigenvalues as the sampling points and the complete orthogonal  system of 
eigenfunctions as the set of functions {K(x,  Ak)}kez. Each eigenvalue problem that  produces a 
complete set of eigenfunctions and real, simple and countably infinite many eigenvalues i useful 
for Theorem A. For example, regular self-adjoint eigenvalue problems of n th order and singular 
self-adjoint problems of second order in the l imit-circle endpoint case are suitable problems (for 
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exact definition of limit-circle mad further classifications of eigenvalue problems, see [2], and for 
further information concerning sampling series, consult [3]). 
The well-known Whittaker-Kotelnikov-Shannon sampling theorem is a particular case of The- 
orem A. In fact, consider the self-adjoint, regular eigenvalue problem 
- iy ' - -Ay,  xE[-a,a],  a>O, y (a ) -y ( -a )=O.  
The eigenvalues are given by Ak = kvr/a, k E Z, and the corresponding eigenfunctions are 
Yk (x) = exp(ikTrx/a), k E Z. The general solution K(x, A) = exp(ixA) of the differential equation 
is a suitable kernel for Theorem A and we obtain: 
THEOREM B. If f iS representable in the form 
f()~) = exp(ix,~)g(x)dx, g E L2(-a,a), ,~ E R, 
¢1 
then there exists the sampling representation 
= E s 
kEZ 
In the literature, there is a lot to be found dealing with Shannon's and Kramer's sampling 
theorems; see e.g., [4-7], and some recent results of Zayed-Hinsen-Butzer [8], Zayed [9], Butzer- 
Schhttler [10] and Everitt-Schhttler-Butzer [3]. These authors extended the sampling theorems 
to A E C and showed that the Kramer sampling theorem can, in some sense, be written as a 
Lagrange interpolation series. This was already shown for the Shannon sampling theorem by 
Hinsen-K15sters [11]. 
Since Shannon's theorem is a particular case of Kramer's result and both are connected with 
Lagrange interpolation, the question arose whether these two theorems are equivalent to another, 
more precisely, whether each function f having a representation f(A) = f :  K(x, A)g(x)w(x)dx, 
g E L2(a, b), can be sampled by Shannon's theorem, i.e., f(A) = f :  eiX~H(x) dx for some function 
H E L2(c, d). 
The first person who dealt with this problem was Campbell [4]. He considered the Bessel 
function as kernel and the general case of a regular self-adjoint eigenvalue problem of second 
order connected with Kramer's theorem. He showed that each function f having a representation 
~b 
f(t) = Ja u(x, t)g(z)w(x) dz, 
where u(x, t) is a suitable kernel for Theorem A arising from an eigenvalue problem of second 
order, can be written as 
f2 
f(t) = c(t) ] H(rl)e it° d~, (1 
d-  f2 
c(t) being a function depending only on t, [-f~, f~] some interval. He did not show that 
H E L2[-f~, f~], which seems to be difficult in the general case. Thus the problem remained 
open. 
Jerri [5] then considered the case of Legendre, Gegenbauer and Chebyshev functions of second 
kind, all being suitable kernels arising from a singular second order eigenvalue problem in the 
limit-circle case, and showed that in all cases an integral representation f the form (1.2) exists, 
but he did not show either that H E L 2. Later in Zayed-Hinsen-Butzer [8] the problem was 
completely solved for the Legendre case alone. 
All authors mentioned ealt with self-adjoint regular or limit-circle nonoscillatory eigenvalue 
problems where the asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues and sampling points ,kk is given 
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by Ak ~ (kc) 2, c being some constant. In these cases, the sampling points are, in some sense, 
asymptotically sympathetic to the sampling points £k = kTr/a of the Shannon result. 
We here aim to show that Kramer's and Shannon's theorems are equivalent also in the Bessel 
and general Jacobi case. Section 2 will deal with the Bessel case, and in Section 3 some preliminary 
lemmas are given which will be necessary for the proof of the Jacobi case given in Section 4. 
In both cases, the eigenvalue problems are limit-circle or limit-point, but in all instances the 
asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues i also of the form ,~k ~ (kc)  2. It is not clear yet whether 
it is possible to derive Shannon's theorem from the Kramer result if the sampling points have 
widely different behavior. 
For example, consider the Hermite case on the hairline (see [9]) 
-y"(x)+x2y(x)=,Xy(x), xc[O, cc) with~,~=4n+3, nEN0.  
This may be a candidate showing that Kramer's and Shannon's results are not equivalent in 
general; but it is not obvious how to prove this. 
So the problem is open in general. But since there is equivalence in the Legendre, Jaeobi and 
Bessel case, there may be a good chance to obtain equivalence in the case of regular or limit- 
circle nonoscillatory eigenvalue problems, as well as for all problems having eigenvalues where 
the asymptotic behavior is of the form ,~k ~ (kc) 2. 
2. THE BESSEL  CASE 
In this section and also in Section 4, we will use the notations and definitions of Naimark [2]. 
For further information concerning the classifications regular, singular, limit-point and limit- 
circle as well as the properties of the Glazman-Krein-Naimark boundary conditions (of the form 
[y, u](x) = 0), consult this author. 
Consider the Bessel differential equation 
-y"(x)+(L,2-~)x-2y(x) -=)~y for x c (0,1]. 
This is a regular problem at endpoint 1 for all ~ E R and it is limit-circle nonoscillatory in 
L2(0, 1] at 0 for 0 _< ~,2 < 1. For v > 1, the differential equation is limit-point in L2(0, 1] 
at 0. Choose as regular boundary condition at 1 y(1) = 0 and as singular boundary condition 
at 0 [y, u](0) = 0 with u(x) = v ~. Here the skew-symmetric bilinear form reduces to [y, u](0) = 
limx~o{y(x)u'(x) -y'(x)u(x)}. This is a self-adjoint problem. A fundamental system of solutions 
of the differential equation is given by 
where J~,(x) and Y~,(x) are the Bessel functions of order L, and first and second kinds, respectively. 
Both functions are entire functions in ,~ C C. Observe that all solutions are in L2(0, 1) for 
0 _< ~2 < 1. Choose as kernel for Theorem A: 
K(x,A) = x/TA-~/2J, (xV~),  x C (0,1], A E C, 
where the square-root function s(z) := v ~ : C - .  C is defined for 0 < arg(z) < 27r. If z = re i°, 
r > 0, then v/~ = x/Te i°/2 with 0 _< arg(v~ ) < 7r. 
The eigenvalues Ak of the problem are determined as the k th (positive) zeros of A- ' /2 J . (v /~) .  
Setting A = Ak, the kernel produces the complete set of eigenfunctions 
= (x, / - i - ; )  , k N 
Thus, the following sampling theorem arises from Theorem A (see [8] for the case of -1/2 < ~, < 1 
which can be extended to -1  < ~ < 1 and see [9] for the limit-point case of ~ >_ 1). 
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LEMMA A. I f  f is representable as 
1 
for some g • L2(0, 1), then 
oo 2A~v+I)/2A-~'/2J~, (v/"A) 
f(A) = ~ f(Ak) J.+l (JXk) (~k - ;') k=l 
In this section, we show the equivalence of the sampling theorems of Kramer and Shannon for 
the kernel K(x, A) = v~A-L'/2Jv(xv~) in case of u > --I/2. Recall that Shannon's sampling 
theorem is a particular case of Kramer's theorem, and there only remains to be shown: 
THEOREM 1. I f  f has an integral representation of the form 
f(A) = x/~A-"/2J, xv~ g(x) dx, A • C, u > -~,  (2.1) 
for some g • L2(0, 1), then there exists a/so H • L2(-1, 1) such that 
1 
f(A) =/_  H(x)dXV~dx, (2.2) 
1 
i.e., f can be sampled by Shannon's ampling theorem. 
We will need the following integral for the proof of Theorem 1, to be found in [12, p. 285]. 
LEMMA B. For b > a, Re(#) > 0, Re(~) > 0, one has, B(#, ~) being the Betafunction, 
b 
aa (X - a )~- l (b -  x) e- '  dx = (b -  a) "+~-1. B(#,~). 
Now to the proof of Theorem 1. 
PROOF. We use Poisson's integral representation, with u > -1/2 (see [13, p. 81 (7)]), 
(Z /2 )  v f; e iz t (1  _ ~;2)u-1/2 de. 
= r ( .  + 1/2)v  1 
Substituting this into (2.1) yields, with c~ being a constant only depending on u, and setting 
xt :~- ~,  
, (X~I~I2)'~ -v/2 1 
= Cv x' - l l2g(x)  x ei~V~ 1 -- -~] du dx. 
Using Fubini we obtain, with H(u):= fllui(x 2 -u2) ' - l /2xl /2-~g(x)dz,  
f(A) = c, ~ 1 - x'- l /~g(x)dxeiUV~du 
,,. } 
o 1 _ x ' - l l2g(x)  dx e i~'/-f du 
. ~1L1 (i U2~'--1/2 (eiuv/~ j_.-iu~/~) 
cv -~1 xu-ll2 g(x) dx du 
/ l H(u)e~UV~ (2.3) = cv du. 
1 
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Formula (2.3) holds since H(u) and cos(uvfA) are even functions and sin(ux/~) is odd. 
Finally, let us show that H E L2(-1,  1). By Schwarz's inequality 
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1 1 1 U2) u-l/2 xl/2-~'g(x) dx 2 
/ -11H(u) ]2du= J - I  flul (x2 -  du 
~ 2~1 {L13C1--2~' (x2-~2)u-1/2g2(x)dx} 
Since (x + u) u-l/2 ~ (27~) u-1/2 if U -- 1/2 < O, one has for -1 /2  < u < 1/2: 
/11 [H(u)12du<-K,,  ~ol(2u)V-1/2(1 - u)v+l/2 L 1 x 1-2u (X 2 _ u2)V-1/2g2(x)dxdu 
--__ Ku ~o 1 xl -2~g2(z)~ooX(2u)U-1/2(1_ ~t)u+l/2 (x 2 - U2)v--1/2 dudx 
I /: 1 xl-2~'x~'-l/22~'-l/2Mg2(x) uV-1/2( z u) v -U2dudx  <_ K~ - 
/o = K~,M xl/2-Vx2~'g2(x)B u + -~, u + dx L 1 
= R~ x"+l/2g2(x) dx < ec, 
noting that (x + u) v-1/2 _< x v-l~2, (1 - u) u+l/2 <_ M for 0 < u < x and using Lemma B for 
# = ~ = u + 1/2 > 0 (K . , /~  being constants depending only on v). For u _> 1/2 one finally has 
2 Lll]H(u),2du ~ ~I{L1 (x2-u2)~'-l/2xl/2-Vg(x)dx) 'u,
~ 2~1 {~lg2(x)dx}. {L1 (x2-'u,2)2~-lxl-2Vdx}du 
--~ 2llgllL2(O,1 ) x 2v-1 1 - --~ ) dudx 
Jo /o 1 Z2) 2u-1 2 x 2v (1 ---- 2Hgl[L2(0,1 ) dx - dz < e~. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. | 
REMARK. Observe that Theorem 1 yields equivalence not only in the limit-circle case -1 /2  < 
u < 1, but also in the limit-point case u >_ 1. 
3. A GENERAL IZED MEHLER-DIR ICHLET 
FORMULA:  THREE PREL IMINARY LEMMAS 
Consider the Jacobi differential equation 
(1 - x 2) y"(x) + (13 - a - (a + I3 + 2)x)y'(x) + (A - 7 2) y(x) --- 0 
on ( -1 ,  1), where a,/3 > -1  and ~- := (c~ +/3 + 1)/2 or, equivalently, 
((1 - x)a+l(1 + x)/3+ly') ! = - (~ - T 2) (1 - x)a(1 + x)~y. 
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This is a regular problem at -1  for -1  </3 < 0 and a limit-circle nonoscillatory problem at -1  
for 0 < /3 < 1. The problem is limit-point in L~(-1 ,0] ,  w(x) = (1 -x )~( l+x)  ~, at -1  if 
I/3[ -> 1. There is a similar classification at +1 in respect of a. Choose as boundary conditions 
[y, u ] ( -1 )  -- 0 = [y, u](1) with u(x) := 1. The skew-symmetric bilinear form reduces to 
[y, u](x) = -y ' (x ) (1  - x)a+l(1 + x)/3+1. 
This is a self-adjoint problem with weight w(x) := (1 - x)~(1 + x) z. The eigenvalues and 
eigenfunctions are given by Ak = (k + T) 2 and K(x,  Ak) = R~'~)(x),  k E No, the normal- 
ized Jacobi polynomials. These are connected to the classical Jacobi polynomials Pk (~'z) by 
R(~ 8), , P(~'~)(x)/P~'~)(1). A suitable kernel for Theorem A is the normalized Jacobi k'  ~x) := k 
function 
K(x,A) ~(c~'~) " " ( -v~+ v~+~- ;c~+l ;~-~)  = l x/-2_r(X ) = 2F1 T, 
2Fl(a, b; c; z) being the Gaussian hypergeometric function, since it produces a complete set of 
eigenfunctions for A = Ak. (For properties of R (~'~) (x) and r~v-~_~ix ) ' (~ '8 )  " " see [14-17].) The following 
sampling result is known; see [9] for a proof. 
LEMMA C. If f is representable as
fi i 9(x)R m /(A) = (x)(1 - x)~(1 + x) ~ dx, g E L2( -1 ,  1), 
wherea>- - l , - - l< /3<l ,T=(a+/3+l ) /2 ,  then for A E R, A > O 
oo 
k=o V(k + 1)r (vq + ~) ~(~ - (k  + r)~) 
REMARK. Formula (3.1) is also well defined for x /~-T  + 1 = 0 since F (x /~-T)F (1  - (v/A - T)) = 
7r/sin 7r(v/A -- ~-), and thus F(x/~ - 7 + 1). sin ~r(x/A - T) = --1/(TrF(T -- V/A)) = --1/Tr. We have 
to restrict to the case -1  </3 < 1 to guarantee i~#2_~(x )n (~ ' )  , , E L~( -1 ,  1). Thus this result is valid 
in the limit-circle case at -1 .  
We will show that the sampling theorems of Kramer and Shannon are equivalent o another 
provided that K(x, A) = i~v-f_~(x ) (a ' z )  ' " for -1  < /3 < 1 and a > -1/2. For this purpose we will 
need the generalized Mehler-Dirichlet formula which is an integral representation of the Jacobi 
functions. One form of this generalized formula is found in [18]. The simpler proof below, 
however, is given along the lines of [19], which has a more useful form for our purpose. 
LEMMA 1 (Generalized Mehler-Dirichlet formula). For a > -1/2, /3 > -1 and 0 < @ < % one 
has the following integrM representation for the Jacobi functions: 
R~If/(c°s e) = r(1/2)r(~r(~ + 1)2 7+ J0[° 1/2~-(1/- cos e )  -a  (1 + cos ffp)(-a-a)/2 
(3.2) 1 cos'I' - cos e'~ 
"(c°sq~-e°sO)~-l/2c°sq~t'2F1 r ' r - -1 ;a+-2 ;  l+cos~ ] 
PROOF. Needed is a generalization of Euler's integral (see [20, p. 79, 2.4 (3)]) which is valid for 
Re(c) > Re(p) > 0, z • 1, I arg(1 - z)[ < zr: 
F(a, b; c; z) - P(c) [1  r(u)r(c- u) a0 t ' - i (1  - t )c - " - i (1  - tz) . . . .  b 
(3.3) ( (1 -  s)z') 
• F ( r -a , r -b ;#;sz ) .F  a+b- r , r -#;c -#;  1 -sz  / ds. 
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Setting a = - t  + T, b = t + T, C =- 1 + a, # = 1/2, r = r and z = (1 - cos O)/2 in (3.3) we obtain 
Rt_ r ( cosO)=F 
/01 ( 1 
= r (1 /2 ) r (a  + 1/2) t -1 /2(1  - t ) " - ' /2  1 - t - 
• F t , - t ; z ;8  .F  ds. 
Use of cos ea = F(a,  -a ;  1/2; (1 - cos O)/2) and the substitution cos q) = 1 - s(1 - cos O) leads 
to the integral representation 
/0 ° r(1 + a) . . . .  2"(1 - cosO) -~ (1 + cos (I,) (-~-~)/2 R~"'g)(cos e l  = r (1 /2 l r (~ + 1 /~ 
( 1 coso cos ) 
• (cosO - cos( I ) )" - l /2cos( I ) t .  F r , r  -- ~ ;a  + 2; l~To-~ dO, 
which is valid for Re(1 + a) > Re( l /2)  > 0, i.e., for a > -1 /2  if a is real and for 0 < O < 7r. 
This is the required representation. | 
REMARK• For a = /3 = 0, formula (3•2) reduces to the classical Mehler-Dirichlet formula (see 
e.g., [20, p. 159]) for the Legendre functions: 
(cos e) v'2 fo ° ~(o,o) = - -  cos (I)t(cos (I) - cosO) -1/2 d(I). "~t-(1/2) 7r 
Furthermore, we will need a result on the behavior of the hypergeometric function. 
LEMMA 2. Let  a > -1 /2 ,  Mi > 0, i = 1,2,3 being constants. 
(i) For t3 < O and O <_ @ < O < Tr: 
F(  1 1 cos ( I ) - cosO)  <M1.  
T '  T - -  -2 ; OI -t- 2 ' l _ l _cos ( I )  - -  
(ii) For ~ > O and O < (~ < O < Tr: 
) 1 1 cos~-cosO +cos  T' T -- -2 ; a + 2 ; -f T co-s-~ <_ M2 +cos  " 
(iii) For ~ = O and O < O < O < rr: 
( 1 1 cos~_ - cosO~ (1 + cos(I)~ 
F r ,T - - -~;a+-~;  I+COSO ] _<Malog 1~co-~]"  
PROOF. 
(i) For/3 < O, one has 
( 1 1  co_sO_ :Co  sO~:  £ (7 )k ( r - - i /2 )k  (COSt  zcosO)k  
F 
k=0 
r ( .  + 1/2) ~k~- '  (1 o(~-')) (c°-s2 : c°s°~ ~ 
=r(~-V~=U2) 1+ + \ 1+cos¢ ] 
k=l  
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(see e.g., [20, p. 57 (5)]). Since 
k~-I (c°} ~ -- c°s O'~ k < kt~-l, 
+cos¢ / - 0_<¢_<O<r ,  
the series above is uniformly convergent for 0 _< • _< O _< r and we obtain, for some 
constant M1 > 0, 
1 l cos =coso l 
r , r -~;aq-~;  l+cos¢  / _<M1, 0_<¢_<0_<zr. 
(ii) For fl > 0, one has 
4. THE JACOBI  CASE 
THEOREM 2. If f is representable as/_1 
f(A) ---- g(x)n(v~_)r(x)(1 - x)a(1 + x) ~ dx, 
1 
g • L2(-1, 1), 
where -1 < ~ < 1, a > -1/2 and Jacobi weight w(x) -- (1 - x)a(1 + x) ~, then there exists an 
H E L2(0,r) such that 
/; f(A) = H(x) cos xx/A dx, (4.1) 
i.e., f can be sampled by Shannon's theorem. 
1 cos • - cos O'~ 
F T,T--1; a+~;  l+cos¢  / 
_(cos _=coso -  1 cos -cose  
\ l+cos(I) / F 2 ~;a+~;  l$cos--O 7 '  
__  1 cos~_ncosO~ F a - f l+ l  a -~.a+~;  
2 ' 2 ' 1 + cos • / 
_ F (a  + 1/2)  E k-/3-1 (1 O -~ co's-'~ ' - r (~) r (~-U2)  1+ + (n_l)) co¢-cosO 
k=l  
the desired result now following since 
(cost_ =cosO) ~ 
k-~- l \  l+cos¢  <k  -~-1, 0<~<O_<zr .  
(iii) For ~ = 0, one has 
dF(  1 1 ) : c F(a2+_l  a 3 ) 
dz T,T-- -~;a+~;Z 1--Z -- ,~ ;a+~;z  , 
C being a constant. Thus, and integrating with respect o z, yields 
dF(  1 1 ) 1 
r,T---~;a+-~;z <_M31_z, 
1) 1 
- , z • [ -1 ,  1). r,v ~;a+~;z  _<M31Ogl_ z 
Setting z = (cos ¢ -cos O)/(1 + cos O) completes the proof. 
REMARK. For a related result concerning the end-point behavior of R~a_~ ) (z) see [17]. 
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PROOF. Let us consider the representation 
f(A) = (x)R (x)w(x) dx 
T 
/: = 9*(O)R~-~,(cos 0)(1 - eosO)-~/2+1/4(1 + cosO) ~/2+1/4 dO, 
for g* (e)  := g(cos O) (1 -  cos O)~/2+1/4(1+c0s 0)  ~/2+1/4 C L2(0, ~r). Substituting the generalized 
Mehler-Dirichlet formula (3.2) into this representation and noting Fubini's theorem yields 
F(a + 1)2~ f0 ~ S(~) = r(1/2)r(~ + 1/2) cos~4~(1 + cos~)¢-o-~/2 g*(e) 
• (1  - cos e)-~/2+1/4(1 + cos O)~/2+1/4(c0s • - cos e)  ~-1/2 
1 1 cos~-cosO 
• F r ,T - -~;a+~;  Y~-co-s-~ ] dOd~ 
/: = H(~) cos ~v~d¢,  
where, for some constant c(a,/3) depending only on a and/3, 
/: H(¢)  = c(a,/3)(1 + cos~) (-a-/~)/2 g*(O)(1 - -  COSO)-a/2+l/4(1 -b COSO)/~/2+1/4 
.(co o-cos  o-l-  ,,,_1 o÷;_; 
rio achieve (4.1), we have to show that H E L2(0, ~r). In fact, 
f: {£ [[H(¢)[[22(0:) = {c(a,/3)} 2 (1 + cos~) -a -~ g*(O) 
• (1 - cos O)-a/2+1/4(1 + cos O)~/2+1/4(cos • - cos O) ~-1/2 (4.2) 
(  cosoco  )  co  • F T,T-- 2 ;a+ 2, dO d~. 
First consider the case -1  </3 < 0, a > -1/2.  Lemma 2, (i) and substituting cosO = u in (4.2) 
yields 
NH(~)II~2(o~ ) < {c(a,/3)}2M 2 (1 +cos¢)  -~-/3 :cos~ _ g* (arccos u) 
' J - -1 
• (1  - u)-~/2-1/4(1 + u)~/2-1/4(cos ~ - u) c~-1/2 du d~ 
---- {c(a,/3)M1} 2 (1 + z)-a-/~-l/2(1 - z) -1/2 if(u) 
1 1 
• (1  - u)-~/2(1 + u)Z/2(z - u) '~-1/2 du dz, 
upon setting cos ¢ = z and ~(u) = (1 - u 2)-1/2 g*(arccosu) c L2(-1, 1). Finally we have, noting 
Schwarz's inequality and Lemma B for ~ =/3 + 1 > 0, # = a + 1/2 > 0, 
IIH(¢)112 (0:) <_ {c(~,/3)M~} 2 (1 + z ) -~-~-1 /2(1  - z) -1/2 
1 
• (~ l_ l ( l . -bu)B(z -u )a -1 /2du} dz
= Kl(a,/3) (1 - z) -1/2 02(u)(1 - u) -'~. (z - u) '~-1/2 du dz. 
1 1 
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Fubini's theorem and a second application of Lemma B for ~ = 1/2 > 0, # = a + 1/2 > 0 
completes the proof of Theorem 2 for -1  </3 < 0, c~ > -1 /2 ,  namely 
/1 LI IIH((I))II2/2(o:) _< KI  (a,/3) 0:(u)(1 - u) -~ (1 - z)-l/2(z - u) a-1/2 dudz 
1 
/7) f_l =/7(~,  ~2(u) du < oo. 
1 
Consider now the case 1 >/7 > 0, a > -1 /2 .  By Lemma 2, (ii), (4.2) reduces to 
/: {f Ng(¢)ll~(o: ) < {c(a,/7)M2} 2 (1 + cos(I)) -~+~ g*(O)(1 - cosO) -~/2+W4 
• (1 + cos  O) - f~/2+1/4(c0s  (I) - cosO)  a - l /2  dO d(I ). 
The substitut ions cos O = u and cos (I) -- z yield 
/: {/; Ilg((I))[l~2(0,~) _< {c(c~,/7) M2} 2 (1 -[- Z) -I:l-t'fT-1/2 (3(U)(1 -- U) -~/2  
1 1 
"1 2 
u)-fU2(z - u) <~-1/2 du[ (1 - z) -1/2 dz, (1 + i 
where .~ E L2( -1 ,  1). As above, we use Schwarz's inequality and Lemma B for ~ = 1 - /7  > 0, 
# = a+ 1/2 > 0, to give 
S_' {; IIg(<I:>)ll2:(o:) < {c(a,/7) M2} 2 1(1 + z)-<~+n-ll2(1 - z) -112 1~72(u) 
. (l - u)-<~(z - ~)<~-'12 d~} { i :  (l + u)-~(z - u)<~-ll2 du} dz 
i1 f = K2(ol~ ,/7) ( l  - -  z )  -1 /2  g2(U)(1 -- U)--C<(Z -- U) ~-112 dudz. 
1 1 
This is formula (4.3) above• The required result is achieved as in the case -1  </7  < 0. 
Finally, consider the case/7 -- 0, a > -1 /2 .  Noting Lemma 2, (iii), and substitut ing in (4.2) 
cosO -- u and cos(I) = z, we obtain 
IIH(¢)ll2L=(O:) < {c(c~,/7) M3}2 i_~ (1 ÷ Z)-a-ll2(1-- z) -1/2 
. { SZ_l ~7(u)(1- u)-C<12(z - u)C<-l/21og ll-~u du} 2 dz, 
with ~ e L2( -1 ,  1). Since log((1 + z)/(1 + u)) _< M*((1 + z)/(1 + u)) 1/4 for some M* > 0 and 
-1  < u < z < 1, we obtain by Schwarz's inequality 
i_ {; IIg(¢)ll~(o:) _< {c(c~,/7)M3} 2 l( l+z)-C<(1-z)-'12 102(u)(1-u) -" 
. ( z -  u)'~-il2 du} { iz_l(l + u)- l l2(z-  u)<~-ll2 du} dz. 
Using Fubini and twice 
2 [[H(~P)[IL2(O,~ ) <-- 
Lemma B for ~ = 1/2, # = a + 1/2 > 0 yields /1 /; 
K3(a,/7) (1 - z) -1/2 02(u)(1 - u)-<~(z - u) ~-112 dudz 
1 1 
/_-i_ = K3(~,  ~) ~2(u)(1  - u) -~  (1 - z ) - l /2 (z  - u) <~-1/2 du dz 1 1 
= K3(~, ~ 02(u) du < oo. 
1 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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THEOREM 3. The assertion of  Theorem 2 is also true for a = fl = -1 /2 .  
PROOF. For c~ = fl = -1 /2 ,  one has W = (C~ + fl + 1)/2 = 0, and  thus 
( ) ( 1 . 2 ( O ) ) 1  1 -cose  F z R-1/2'- I /2)_cosO.!() = F - t , t ;  2; 2 = - t , t ;  =;sm = cost@. 
The  final result  now follows from, with g* E L2(0, 7r), 
/0 /0 f (A )= 9*(O)R  /2 ' - l /2 ) (cosO)de= g* (O)(cos v~O)  dO. 
| 
REMARK. The fact that Kramer's and Shannon's ampling series are equivalent in the general 
Jacobi case yields of course the equivalence of these two series in the classical cases of Legendre 
functions for a =/3  = 0 and Chebyshev functions for a = ~ = -1 /2  (first kind) and c~ = 13 = 1/2 
(second kind). Let us finally add that a consequence of this paper is that since both theorems are 
equivalent in the many foregoing instances, it suffices to deal with the classical Shannon theorem 
in these  spec ia l  cases .  
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